Clear Horizon partnering with Cardno to deliver the PNG
Economic and Social Infrastructure Program
Well designed, built and maintained economic and social infrastructure underpins economic and human
development objectives.
Clear Horizon is partnering with Cardno on the Australian-funded PNG Economic and Social
Infrastructure Program (ESIP), providing bespoke Monitoring, Evaluation and Learning quality assurance
and support services.
ESIP is a new, strategic development assistance program supported by the Australian Government and
managed by Cardno. The Program will support PNG to address the challenges to improving the
planning, prioritisation, delivery and sustainability of infrastructure in PNG. ESIP will work across key
economic and social infrastructure sectors at the project, sectoral and national levels
ESIP is in its inception phase, and Clear Horizon has been working with the Program’s monitoring,
evaluation and social safeguards team to develop sector program logics including an overarching
program logic, and scoping the Monitoring, Evaluation and Learning (MEL) Framework (MELF). Clear
Horizon facilitated a number of problem analysis workshops to make clear the problem and causes at
sector level, which helped clarify where the Program could support changes, and what issues were
outside the Program’s scope. This provided the foundation to developing sector-level program logics.
Clear Horizon will bring its experience from working across different governance and facility investments
in developing ESIP’s MELF. This includes developing:
•
•

•

Tools to track investment decision-making criteria and rubric, to assess proposed and
selected activities’ contribution to achieving outcomes,
Rubrics to assess capacity building at different levels, including individual (e.g. using
Kirkpatrick model) and organisational (e.g. organizational policies and processes to support
skills to practice)
Significant instances of policy and systems influence (SIPSI) at the sector and national level

ESIP has a commitment to continual learning and improvement. The MELF will include regular reflection
processes to ensure that monitoring data is collected and analysed, and activities can be adjusted,
stopped or scaled up as required.
Clear Horizon is excited to be partnering with Cardno in delivering the ESIP and supporting the PNG’s
development objectives.

Design. Evaluate. Evolve.
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